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Abstract. Nowadays exploiting the full potential of the humongous
amount of data that manufactures can produce with their production
means is a real challenge. Moreover, increasing production capabilities
without large investments is a recurring objective for them. To reach this
objective, many different strategies are in development i.e. zero-defect
manufacturing, predictive maintenance and scheduling algorithms which
deal with high uncertainty. In the end, they will all be implemented in industry. Their joined implementation in the industry is however missing a
coherent framework that would allow to merge those different solutions.
This paper proposes an approach that combines those three deeply interconnected technologies to bring a clean solution that significantly improves production capacity. This paper present the approach giving an
idea of the possibilities and opportunities of the presented solution.
Keywords: Predictive maintenance, tuning assistant, zero-defect manufacturing, automatic scheduling agent, scheduling under uncertainty,
industry 4.0.
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Introduction and State of the art

Like the three past major industrial changes, the worldwide industry is undergoing an in-depth mutation, leading to so called 4th industrial revolution or
Industry 4.0.. During the past few years, different countries around the world
presented the development of smart factories as one of their long-term strategies
such as the ’Industry 4.0’ in Germany or the ’industrial Internet’ in the United
States.
Up to now, different solutions have been studied, and more or less successfully
implemented, to augment production capabilities such as predictive maintenance
or automatic scheduling agent. On that vein, predictive maintenance is one of

the recent trends that implements machine learning techniques to tackle real
industrial issues. This solution is very popular and even big services companies
such as IBM provide predictive maintenance services. Our approach includes
this solution, not as a whole, but as a component. Scheduling is the heart of a
production floor and optimized scheduling is a major enabler for improvements
in production capability. In this context, including automatic scheduling tool
with predictive maintenance is a very interesting approach. As demonstrated by
Liu et al. [10], those two components are tightly linked. Another approach known
as zero defect manufacturing regroups different solutions which aim to reduce
the number of rejected products as well as increasing the production capabilities.
Raabe et al.[12] used one of those solution to show that it is possible and valuable
to identify problems in the production line which lead to rejected products.
The approach proposed in this study aims at creating one solution combining
predictive maintenance, automatic scheduling and zero defect manufacturing.
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Framework and approach

Firstly, all three technologies which are tuning assistant, predictive maintenance
and automatic scheduling are presented. Then the framework, which link them
is explained.
2.1

Tuning assistant for zero defect manufacturing

Every machine needs to be tuned. The belief which describes machines that have
to be tuned only one time to produce forever is far from reality. It is even more
true for high-end industry with products aiming at tiny tolerances and with
very accurate quality control, where small perturbations such as temperature
change or small tools wearing can force to re-tune the machine. The keystone
of a good production floor is, therefore, the group of machine operator and
technician that control and tune machines. Actually, the tools that help them
to tune machines are very basic. This is why product changeover can sometimes
take weeks. A tuning assistant is a tool which is very effective to tune and help
tuning the machine. It is a machine learning algorithm that will help technicians
to produce conform pieces. First, it tunes automatically the machine when it
is needed and second it gives critical information to technicians, helping them
to tune the machine when it cannot be done automatically. This technology
enter in one category of the zero defect manufacturing paradigm called : ”Early
Malfunction detection and analysis” [4]. Therefore, the machine is faster to tune
during product changeover. It is more robust to well-known changes thanks to
the algorithm that tunes the machine in real time. But also if there is a problem
that cannot be automatically repaired by the tuning assistant, the production
can quickly be stopped and the technician informed, so that the number of nonconform products is minimized and the machine re-launched in production as
quickly as possible.
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There is not a lot of documentation about this solution, Bufardi et al. [3]
provides an example of real-time defect correction for non-conventional production machines, electrical discharge machining, using only two types of sensors.
But it is to some extent hard to find publications on conventional production
machines. However some publications propose interesting framework for tuning
assistant [15]. A lot of Horizon 2020 project are actually working to find practical
solutions to apply Zero defect manufacturing, like Z-fact0r or FOCUS.
In the approach presented, the tuning assistant is the first component. It is
made of two independent blocks. The first one, i.e. ”Estimation block” takes
as input all the measurements from machine’s sensors, the geometric tolerance
measurement, the quality control feedback and possible alerts from technicians.
It also receives conclusions of the tuning assistant working in the machine that
did the previous operation, for instance, if the actual tuning assistant is working
for the finishing stage, it will receive feedback from the tuning assistant working
for the machining stage. This estimation block outputs first a vector of estimations describing the probability that the machine needs to be tuned, and second
a vector of estimation of the time that those tuning are expected to take. Those
outputs will go to the scheduling algorithm that will take the decision on either
to tune or not the machine. The second block called ”Tuning block” receives as
input a tuning request explaining the type of tuning that need to be done. It
will either do it automatically or help the technician to do it efficiently.

Fig. 1. IDEF0 of the first block of the tuning assistant component.

2.2

Predictive maintenance with machine learning

All the production machines need to be repaired regularly, it is not rare to see
highly stressed machines needing maintenance multiple times a month. Nowadays this reality is more obvious than ever with the increasing complexity of the
equipment. Production time’s losses added with maintenance cost can be very
harmful to a company. Predictive maintenance is a strategy which, as illustrated
in figure 3, aims to remove the time where the broken machine is waiting for
3

Fig. 2. IDEF0 of the second block of the tuning assistant component.

reparation by predicting and preventing the failures before their occurrence.

Fig. 3. The predictive maintenance strategy aim to detect early signals to predict
failure and launch maintenance before the machine fail. CWP stand for critical wear
point. [9]

This strategy is quite old [11], it enters in the preventive maintenance strategy group, with for instance the planned maintenance strategy which plans the
maintenance in function of suppliers’ predictions. The particularity of Predictive maintenance is that machines’ health is monitored in real time and future
failures predicted, using multiple sensors and machine learning algorithms.
To implement it, relevant data have first to be identified. Usually, supervised
algorithms are used for predictive maintenance, and so, labeled training data set
have to be furnished which assume to clearly know which information to measure and when the production machine will fail. Several articles [1] [2] describe
the use of unsupervised machine learning algorithms permitting to detect the
failure by measuring unusual behaviors, therefore compensating a possible lack
of knowledge against a loss of accuracy. Actually, even if there are some articles
looking at other types of data, such as acoustic signature [5],the most commonly studied feature is the vibration. Other information could be studied such
as temperature measurement, flow measurements, electrical analysis, thickness
measurement analysis, efficiency analysis, analysis of positions and alignments,
etc [8]. When the data is accessible, a machine learning algorithm has to search a
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possible relation between failures and measured information. Encountering the
right algorithm is at the present time a hot topic, Pushe et al. [16] proposed
a way to pre-process the data, enabling anomalies to be detected more easily.
There are a lot of different algorithms [7] [13] that are proposed by the literature,
but there is no consensus on which one is the best in which case.
In this approach predictive maintenance is the Second fundamental component. In the classical approach it only takes data as input. In our approach, on
top of data is added the estimated probability that tuning has to be done. This
input is fed by tuning assistant block. As explained before, tuning assistant is not
machine-centered but product centered, it detects from machine’s data potential
product nonconformities. Those nonconformities can sometime be an alert for
some type of machine failure. Moreover, the Tuning assistant can also use, as
input, the conclusions of previous tuning assistants, therefore it pre-process for
the predictive maintenance algorithm a broader amount of data. The Predictive
maintenance component outputs are firstly a vector of the estimation percentage
of all the different failures, secondly a vector of estimation of the time that it
will take to repair those failures.

Fig. 4. IDEF0 of the predictive maintenance component.

2.3

Automatic scheduling under high uncertainty

In this approach the last component is the automatic scheduling algorithm. It
is the brain of the model, which takes into account uncertainty and decide to
launch and schedule maintenance operation, authorizes machine tuning and plan
changeover. Its Input are multiples, It takes all the outputs from the two others
components that are predictive maintenance and tuning assistant’s estimation
block. Moreover, it takes all the classical information provided to scheduling
algorithm such as production order, available resources, etc..
To decide to launch a maintenance, it computes the estimation of failures and
the estimation of the time needed to correct those failures which also contain a
lot of uncertainties. Taking into account potential tuning needs, the production
pressure and more, the algorithm evaluates the risk and decide or not to plan
maintenance. To decide if a machine need to be tuned, it uses the estimate of
percentage of tuning and the estimation of the time it will take. Again taking into
account other information such as production pressure or available resources, it
5

decides or not to launch or to plan a tuning request. Doing so it sends the request
to the second block of the tuning assistant.
Using all this information the automatic scheduling algorithm has to deal
with a lot of uncertainty, thanks to existing algorithms which can optimize this
kind of problems.
Automatic scheduling is a well known field, a lot of algorithm exist which
model the problem, solve it and evaluate the solution to ensure its quality. A
lot of those solutions are described by Manuel Dios in his review [6]. Even if
we know how to include uncertainty into mathematical model such as two-stage
stochastic programming, parametric programming, fuzzy programming, chance
constraint programming, robust optimization techniques, conditional value-atrisk, and other forms of risk mitigation approaches [14], doing optimizing under
high uncertainty is still challenging.

Fig. 5. IDEF0 of the automatic scheduling algorithm.

2.4

Framework

The approach proposed in this study, aims at integrating those three different
technologies, i.e. product-centered tuning assistant, machine-centered predictive
maintenance and finally production-centered automatic scheduling in a unique
solution. As each one of them carries a lot of ambition, a huge effort is currently
undertaken by the community in order to better understand them and so their
implementation by the industry is only a few years away. However, no framework
have been yet published to merge those technologies.
Going to the description of the framework, the first block is the tuning assistant which increases the productivity of the machine by detecting when to
tune the machine and by tuning it automatically whenever is possible. It takes
as input all the output/conclusions of the previous tuning assistant, of the same
production chain. The second one is the predictive maintenance block which increases the production capability by detecting when to do maintenance on the
machine. It can use information from the tuning assistant to understand the
link between product unconformity and predicted future failure. The robust automatic scheduling algorithm can use all this information to optimize, when to
6

do maintenance, when to tune the machine and to schedule production orders.
For each possible tuning or failure, the two first blocks will give a percentage of
chance of happening, as well as a time estimation to repair/correct the problem.
With all of this this last block will do the optimal choice in term of production
optimization. The block diagram in fig 6 illustrates how these three technologies
work together and communicate with their environment.

Fig. 6. Suggested approach to industry 4.0.
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Discussion and conclusion

The approach presented in this paper combine three ambitious technologies, i.e.
tuning assistant, predictive maintenance and automatic scheduling algorithm,
and it is now implemented in a case study of a high-end production company.
Those technologies seem at first to be very different, but we theoretically found
out that they can be very complementary. The first layer composed by tuning assistant and predictive maintenance is very challenging to implement in industrial
study case. To be efficient machine learning technologies need a lot of labeled
data. However, failure happen seldom and so gathering the theoretically good
amount of data is not easily possible. Nowadays, this is one of the biggest limitation. Nonetheless, some solution are studied like on-line un-structured algorithm
to tackle this challenge.
None of those are mastered, we still have a long journey to reach the final
objective called the principle of digital twin. Due to the significant potential
of the proposed approach significant, further research on the subject should be
carried out to test, qualify and improve this solution.
Finally the macro solution merge three solutions that will reshape production floors such as machine oriented, product oriented and production oriented.
An optimal production floor can be defined with those three ideas : Machine
producing, Product conform and Production optimized.
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